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Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal and n a positive integer. Let G be a 
separable p-group, and let H be a proper pure dense subgroup of G with a rc-liltra- 
tion H=lJ (IExHI such that (rx~rc:p~+“(H/H,)#O) is stationary in K. Assuming 
V = L, there are 2” pairwise nonisomorphic pure subgrcups of.G each having the 
same p”-socle as H. The following two questions are not decidable m ZFC. Let H 
be a pure dense subgroup of a separable p-group G, and let n be a positive integer. 
Does there exist a pure subgroup K of G such that K[p”] = H[p”] and K is not 
isomorphic to H? If A is an abelian n-group, are all high subgroups of A 
isomorphic? 0 2989 Academic Press, Inc. 
A separable p-group G is said to be determined by its pn-socle if given 
any pure subgroup H of the torsion completion G of G with H[p”] = 
G[p”] then HE G. (This is equivalent to saying that given any p-group H, 
if there is an isomorphism from H[p”] onto G[p”] that preserves heights 
in W and G, respectively, then Hz G.) It is well known that if G is a direct 
sum of cyclic groups or G is torsion complete then G is determined by its 
socle. Assuming the ~ntinuum hypothesis, Hill and Megibben [7] have 
shown that direct sums of cyclic groups and torsion complete groups are 
the only separable p-groups with a countable basic subgroup that are 
determined by their socle. In fact, they showed that if G has a countable 
basic subgroup and G is not determined by its socle then there is a family 
of 2’1 pairwise nonisomorphic pure subgroups of G having the same socle 
as G. In [3,4], the author showed that, assuming V= .L, this result extends 
to separable p-groups of cardinality N,. It was also observed in [3] that 
if G is a p” + n- projective p-group then G is determined by it p”+ ‘-socle. So 
* This work was completed while the author was on sabbatical visiting the University of 
Hawaii at Manoa. 
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if one wishes to extend these results to the pn-socle, certain types of pure 
dense subgroups must be excluded. In Section 2, we will show that if H 
is a pm+“- projective p-group with a tc-filtration H= lJ,,, H, of H then 
{cIEu:~~+~(H/H,)=O} contains a cub. It turns out that if we exclude 
separable p-groups with this filtration property then, assuming V= L, we 
are able to generalize these results to the pn-socle. In fact we will also 
generalize these results in another direction. Instead of considering a 
torsion complete group as the containing group, we will consider any 
separable p-group G as the containing group and consider nonisomorphic 
pure dense subgroups of G with the same p”-socle. 
In Section 1, we will show, assuming V= L, that if IC is a regular 
uncountable cardinal and H is a proper pure dense subgroup of a 
separable p-group G having a k--filtration H = U, E K H, such that 
E = {a E IC: p”+“(H/H,) # 0) is stationary in JC, then there exist 2” pairwise 
nonisomorphic pure dense subgroups K of G such that K[p”] = H[p”]. 
We will in fact only use O,(E) for all stationary subsets E of rc and 2” = rcf 
which are consequence of V = L. 
In Section 2 we will use the results of Section 1, results of Megibben in 
[ 14, 151, and the p-groups constructed in [6, Theorem 75.11 due to 
Crawley, Hill, and Megibben to show that the following two questions are 
not decidable in ZFC. 
Question I. Let H be a pure dense subgroup of a separable p-group G 
and let n be a positive integer. Does there exist a pure subgroup K of G 
such that K[p”] = H[p”] and K is not isomorphic to H? 
Question II. If A is an abelian p-group, are all high subgroups of A 
isomorphic? 
In this paper, all groups will be abelian p-groups. All topological referen- 
ces will refer to the p-adic topology. By V = L, we mean that we are assum- 
ing Godel’s Axiom of Constructibility, and MA + - CH denotes Martin’s 
Axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis. Recall that if u is a 
cardinal, then a family { G, } a E K of subgroups of a group G is a rc-filtration 
of G if (i) for each ~E/~EIC, G,sG, and lGal<u, (ii) Gn=U,,,G, if 
;1 E lim K (the set of limit ordinals in K), and (iii) G = U,, .G,. We shall just 
say that G= U,,, G, is a rc-filtration of G, or a pure K-filtration of G if each 
G, is a pure subgroup of G. We shall also use the following consequence 
of V = L. If K is a regular uncountable cardinal, E is a stationary subset of 
K, and A = U ..,A, is a rc-filtration of a group A then there exists a family 
of functions {f,; A, -+ A,} OLE E, called a O,(E)-sequence, such that, given 
any function cp: A -9 A, {a E rc: rp IA, =f, } is stationary in K. In general, 
the notation and terminology for set theory will be that in [S] and for 
abelian group theory that in [6]. 
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1. NONISOMORPHIC PURE SUBGROUPS OF SEPARABLEP-GROUP 
SUPPORTED BY THE SAME SOCLE AND THE CONSTRUCTIBLE UNIVERSE 
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1 ( V = L). Let n be a positive integer and K a regular 
uncountabble cardinal. Let G be a separable p-group, and let H be a proper 
pure dense subgroup of G with a tc-filtration H = U,,, H, such that 
E= (c~EK:~~+“(H/H,)#O} is stationary in tc. Then there exists a family d 
of 2” pairwise nonisomorphic pure subgroups of G such that if KE d then 
K[p”] = H[p”] and, for each n-filtration K = u,, K K, of K, { 01 E K: 
p”+“(K/K,) # 0} is stationary in IC. 
Note that if G is a torsion complete p-group, then one need only assume 
that {~LEK:~~+“-~(H/H,)#O} is stationary in K in order to show that 
there are 2” pairwise nonisomorphic pure subgroups of G having the same 
p”-socle. This is proved in [4] in the case n = 1 and K = or. But if G is 
separable, pw + ’ -projective, then any two pure subgroups of G having the 
same p”-socle will be isomorphic (and in fact determined by their p”+ ‘- 
socle). Thus the condition “{t~~tc:p~+“(H/H,) #O} is stationary in K” is 
guaranteeing that H is not determined by its p”’ ‘-socle. 
We will need the folloing technical emmas for the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a separable p-group, u a regular uncountable 
cardinal, and H a subgroup of G of corank less than IC with a k-filtration 
H=U ix E I( H,. If S is a subgroup of G of cardinality less than IC such that 
G = H + S, G, = H, + S for each c( E tc, and v is the least element of K such 
that H,nS=HnS, then G=U,,, G, is a k-filtration of G and, for all 
v < a E K, G/G, z H/H,. 
Proof That G= UaEK G, is a rc-filtration of G is clear. Since S has car- 
dinality less than rc, there exists an ordinal v E K such that HA S = H, n S 
for all vda~tc. For such an ~1, let cp:(H+S)/S-+H/H,:h+S+h+H,. 
Since H n S= H, n S, it is easily shown that q is a well defined homo- 
morphism with kernel (H, + S)/S. Therefore G/G, = (H + S)/( H, + S) z 
C(H+ WSl/C(H, + WY s H/H,. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal and n a positive 
integer. Let G be a separable p-group, and let H be a subgroup of G of 
corank less than K with a tc-filtration H = U,,,H, such that 
{cxEK:~~+~(H/H,)=O} contains a cub in K. Then every u-filtration of G 
has this property. 
Proof By Lemma 1.2, there exists a rc-filtration G= U,,, G, of 
G and an ordinal VEK such that G/G,= H/H, for all V<UEK. 
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Thus {a~tcpW+“(G/G,)=O}~{a~~:pWf”(H/H,)=O and a>v} which 
contains a cub. If G = lJa,, G& is another K-filtration of G then 
{a E K: G, = G&} is a cub in K (see the proof of Lemma 1.3 in [5]). Thus 
{aEK:p”+“(G/G&)=O} contains a cub since the intersection of two cubs 
is a cub. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. First we will show that it suffices to consider 
separable p-groups G having no nonzero PO-bounded summands. Let S be 
a maximal p”-bounded summand of H. Then H = S@ M and G = S @ L 
with ME L. (Let B be a basic subgroup of M. Then S@ B is a basic 
subgroup of H and hence G. By [6, Theorem 32.41, G = S@ {B + p”G}. 
Let L=B+p”G. Then L=B+p”GzB+p”H=M.) Note that M= 
lJ...(H, n M) is a rc-filtration of M such that (a E IC: p”+“(M/(H, n M)) 
#O} is stationary (p”(H/H,) = (p”H+ HJH, = (p”M+ H,)H, = 
p”(M+ H,/H,)rp”(M/(H,nM))). Thus we need only find a pure 
subgroup K of L such that K[p”] = M[p”] and K is not isomorphic to M. 
Hence without less of generality we may assume that G has no nonzero 
p”-bounded summands. In this case if P E Z(pn+ ‘) is a dense subgroup of 
G[p”+‘], then P is the p”+’ -socle of a pure dense subgroup of G. To see 
this first note that if P is dense in G[pnfl],pn+‘P=O, and p”G[p] = 
G[ p], then P[p] is dense in G[p] since p” is a continuous function. If K 
is a subgroup of G containing P and maximal with respect o K[p] = P[p] 
then by [8, Theorem 11, K is pure and dense in G. 
If the corank of H in G is uncountable, we replace G by a pure dense 
subgroup of G, containing H, in which H has countable (possibly finite) 
corank. Let d be a nonempty family of pairwise nonisomorphic pure 
(dense) subgroups of G such that if KEY then K[p”] = H[p”]. We will 
show that if (&‘I< 2k then d cannot be a maximal set of pairwise non- 
isomorphic pure subgroups of G having the same p”-socle as H. Assume 
that HE d. Since V= L implies the generalized continuum hypothesis 
[13, Theorem 341, l&l < IC. Thus d = {HY}yEA, where 1 is a cardinal less 
than or equal to rc. We will assume that H = Ho. Let A be the torsion com- 
pletion of G. Let z E G[p] - H[p], and let {z;}~.~ be a sequence in H[p] 
converging to z. Let H = U oL EK H, and A = U cL EKA cL be pure K-filtrations of 
H and A, respectively, such that (zi: iE w} c H, and, for each a E K, 
H, s A, and p”+“(Hol + ,/H,) # 0 if and only if p”+“(H/H,) # 0. (Note that 
if G = iJcl. KGcr is a K-filtration of a group G then C = {a E K: G, is a pure 
subgroup of G} is a cub. To see this first note that the union of a chain 
of pure subgroups of G is a pure subgroup of G and hence C is closed. To 
see that C is unbounded use the fact that for every a E K, G, can be embedded 
in a pure subgroup M, of G such that 1 G, 1 = lM, 1. Thus for any /I E K, we 
may choose a sequence fl<a,< a1 <a*< . . . in K such that G,,,cM,,,~ 
G,, E M,, . . . . Since K is regular and uncountable, 1 = lim ai < JC, and hence 
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G, = UitLlo G,, = Ui.wMes is a pure subgroup of G. Since ic is regular, C is 
order isomorphic to fc. Thus G = u PIE J?, is a K-filtration of G.) For each 
ytz.&let IJy=IJ IXEKH: be a pure ~-titration of HY such that, for each 
CIEIC,P~+“(N~+JHY,)#O if and only if P”+“(HY/H;)#O (we keep 
the above &‘iltration for H= Ho). For each y E 2, let Ty = {a E lim K: 
pw+“(Hy/W~) # 01. Note that by Lemma 1.3, T, must be stationary in K. 
We will show that there exists a family fJYlrEd of pairwise disjoint 
stationary sets in fc such that, for each y E L, IY c T,- 
For each y E& let Sy be a countable subgroup of G such that 
G = WY + S”, a(y) the least ordinal in K such that HY n Sy = Hz,,, n SY and 
I > o(p) for all fi E y (choose the a(y)% inductively), and, for each cx: E IC, 
Gz= Hz+ 9. Recall that by Lemma 1.2, if cr>,cr(y) then G/G~~~/H~. 
For each y E h, let C, = {z E tc: M. >, o(y) and, for all fi E y, GE = G; >, and fet 
A, = Ty R C,. Thus (C.& is a descending chain of cubs since, for 
each YE,?, C, is the intersection of fewer than fc cubs and hence a cub 
f13, Lemma 7.41. Also (nr}yEi. is a chain of stationary sets in K such that 
if yE/IEJ then n,z,4,, /1, - Ap is a thin set (not stationary), and .4, r Ty. 
To see that this is a chain, let y E BE ,I and a f/t,. We will show that 
E E A,. Since ix E C,, we have G{ = Gi. Therefore, since o[ > a(& > of/I) > 
a(y), ~~~H~~G/G~=G~G~~ W/Hz. Since ~w~~~~~~~/H~~#O if and 
onfy if p”+“(HY/H%) #O, we have SE Ty, Clearly CLE C,. Thus UE A,, Let 
(I’?jrs 1 be a family of pairwise disjoint stationary sets of K contained in ,4, 
[ 13, Theorem 851. For each y E 1, let IY = I-, R A,. Then I,, is stationary in 
K since ,+-A, is a thin set. Thus (iY)yE.l is a famify of pairwise disjoint 
stationary sets in K such that Iy E Ts, for each y E A. 
For each yEI, let (c:A, -+ A, > a E ,, be a O,( &)-sequence for A and the 
given K-filtration of A. We will construct a chain of subgroups {P, jIx E k of 
G[p” + ‘1 satisfying the following properties: 
1. For each ae/?Erc, P,r$ Z(p”+‘) and P,sPB; 
2. for each o! ~lt such that ct = < + 2, there exists p>s(r such that 
P&f7 = H;t~“l; 
3. if AElimK then P,=U,,,P,;and 
4. if 0zE 1, for some ysl, Hz c A,, ~~(~~~~~+‘]} = Pay and 
f”,=v,rA, for some poAut(A) such that ~~~y[~]~=H~[~] and 
(p(H*)crG, then there exists a sequence (Y;>~,, in H;[p”‘l] such that 
iY%,OJ converges to y, in H;+,[p”+‘] - Hil[p"+'] with p”y,$ Hz and 
~(P(Ya)fZ~P,.,,. 
We will construct a chain {P,},, I( satisfying conditions 1 through 4. Let 
PO = H&Y’+‘]. Assume that P, has been constructed for all ct ~6 E K 
satisfying conditions 1 through 4. If 6~lim K, let Pa= UacsPa. Clearly Ps 
must satisfy conditions 1 through 4 (note that conditions 2 and 4 and not 
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relevant since they only occur at successor ordinals). If 6 = a + 1 for some 
ordinal 0: E K and a does not satisfy the hypotheses of condition 4, let /I E K 
with /?>a such that P,[p”]cHg[p”]. Decompose Hi[p”+‘]=N@M, 
where N[p”] = P&P] (this is possible since G has no nonzero p”-boun- 
ded summand), and let P6 = P,@ M. Clearly Ps satisfies conditions 1 
through 4 (conditions 3 and 4 being irrelevant). Suppose that a satisfies the 
hypotheses of condition 4. Note that a E Z, and pw + “(Hz + 1/Hz) # 0. Thus 
there exists 1 l p”(& + ,/Hi) such that o(X) =p” + ‘. Since Hi is pure in 
Hi+,, there exists y, E Hi + 1 [ p”+ ‘1 such that y, + Hz = X and a sequence 
{YT)iew in H;[p”+‘] converging to y,. Since o( y, + Hz) =p”+ ‘, pyol $ Hz, 
and hence pcp( yJ $ P,. Let /I be the least ordinal greater than a such that 
IV(Y,)~H~;CP”I. Then H3;b”l =p,CPIO (~cp(y,)>O(O,,~,(w,>). 
For each y E J,, let u, E Hi[p”+ ‘1 such that pu, = wy (this is possible since 
G and hence HY have no nonzero p”-bounded summands). Let 
p~=p,o~cp(Y,)+z~o(o,., (u,)). Note that P, clearly satisfies 
conditions 1 through 4. 
Let P=u oL EK P,, and let K be a subgroup of G containing P and 
maximal with respect to K[p] = P[p]. By [8, Theorem 11, K is a pure 
subgroup of G. Also K[ p”+ ‘I= P. Note that by condition 2, 
K[p”] = H’[p”] = HY[p”] for all y E 1. We will show that K is not 
isomorphic to HY for any YEI. Suppose the contrary. Then by 
[6, Theorem 69.11, there exist 6~1 and p~Aut(A) such that p(H6) = K. 
Let K=U ..,K, be a K-filtration of K. Let C= {aEtc: K,[p”+‘] =P,, 
H:sA., K,zA,, p(H,6)=K,, and Hi[p”]=K[p”]) and A=(c(EZ~: 
f,” = p IA,}. Then C is a cub in K and, by O,(I,), /1 is stationary in K. 
Thus Cn ,4 # 0. Let a E C n /i, and note that a satislies condition 4. Let 
cp~Aut(A) used in constructing P,,,. Then p IA,= cp rA, =f,. Thus 
p( ys) = cp( yy) for all ie o, and, since p and cp are continuous, we must 
have p( y,) = cp( y,). Since y, E HS we must have p( y,) E K. But p( y,) + z = 
cp( y,) + z E K implies that z E K, contradicting K[p] = H’[p]. Hence 
K is not isomorphic to H’. Thus if d is a maximal set of pairwise 
nonisomorphic pure subgroups of G each having the same socle as H then 
IdI = 2”. Note also that, by Lemma 1.3, if K= UDLEK , is a K-filtration of 
K then {aEtc:p”‘” (K/K,) # 0} is stationary in rc. 
Using the techniques in the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and [14, Theorem 
2.11 one can prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.4 (V = L). Let IC be a regular uncountable cardinal. Let G be 
a separable p-group, and let H be a proper pure dense subgroup of G having 
a tc-filtration H = U cL EK H, such that {a E K: p“‘(H/H,) # 0} is stationary in 
K. Then there exists a family d of pairwise nonisomorphic pure dense 
subgroups of G, each having the same corank in G as H, such that IdI = 2”. 
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Note that Theorem 1.4 is not a consequence of Theorem 1.1 since G 
could be a pw+i -projective p-group and hence all the pure subgroups of G 
with the same socle as H would be isomorphic to H. 
COROLLARY 1.5 ( V= L). Let G be a separable p-group of ~ardina~~ty 
co,, and let H be a proper pure dense subgroup of G that is not a direct sum 
of cyclic groups. Then there exists a family d of pairwise nonisomorphic 
pure dense subgroups of G, each having the same corank in G as H, such that 
jdl = 2”‘. 
2. Two QUESTIONS IN ABELIAN ~-GROUPS THAT 
ARE NOT DECIDABLE IN ZFC. 
Recall that an o,-separable p-group is a separable p-group with the 
property that every countable subgroup is contained in a countable sum- 
mand. We will prove the following theorem, which states that Question I 
is not decidable in ZFC. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exist co,-separable p-groups G of cardinality co1 
satisfying the following: If H is a pure dense subgroup of G having countable 
corank in G, n is a positive integer, and 8 is the set of all pure subgroups 
I( of G such that K[p”] = H[p”], then it is not voidable in ZFC whether 
or not ail the subgroups of @ are isomorphic to H. 
We will give the proof at the end of the section. 
Next we consider Question II. Recall that if A is a p-group then H is a 
high subgroup of A if H is a subgroup of A that is maximal with respect 
to the property that H np”A = 0. Irwin and Walker [ 123 observed that if 
one high subgroup of a p-group is a direct sum of cyclic groups then they 
all are and hence they are all isomorphic. Irwin et al. [ 111 and the author 
[2] showed the existence of p-groups A with the property that all high 
subgroups are isomorphic but not direct sums of cyclic groups. The high 
subgroups in this class of examples were all p” + “-projective. We will show, 
assuming MA + -CH, that there exist reduced p-groups A such that 
p”A # 0 and all high subgroups of A are isomorphic but are not p”+ n- 
projective for any positive integer n. We in fact will prove the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exist abelian p-groups A such that A/p”A is 
co,-separable and p”A # 0 is countable and pm-bounded for some m 2 1 for 
which it is not decidable in ZFC whether or not all the high subgroups of A 
are ~omorphi~. As~ming MA f -CH, there exists such an A having all its 
high subgroups isomorphic and not p” +n-projective fur any n. 
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In order .to prove the above theorems we will need several results. 
Megibben [lS] has shown that, assuming MA + -CH, every subgroup of 
an o,-separable p-group of cardinality o1 is o,-separable. We will need a 
special case of this result and we give a short proof of this special case 
assuming results of [14]. We are actually able to show a little more. The 
techniques are those of [15]. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Megibben [15]) (MA + XH). Let G be an co,-separable 
p-group of cardinality co,. Zf H is pure dense subgroup of G of countable 
corank in G then H is co,-separable. Zf K is a pure subgroup of G with 
K[p] = H[p], then H and K are isomorphic under an automorphism of G. 
Proof Let G be an o,-separable p-group of cardinality ol, and let H 
and K be pure dense subgroups of G of countable corank with 
H[p] = K[p]. Let C be a countable subgroup of H. We will show that C 
is contained in a countable summand of H, taking extra care in the proof 
in order to show that H and K are isomorphic under an automorphism of 
G. Let W be a countable subgroup of G such that G = H + W and 
G = K + W. Let B be a countable summand of G containing C and W and 
such that Hn Bz Wand Kn B2 W. We claim that Hn B and Kn B are 
both pure subgroups of B. We will show this for Hn B, the proof being the 
same for K n B. Since (H n B)[ p] is dense in B[ p] we need only show 
that H n B is neat in B. Let x E (H n B) n pB. Let y E B such that py = x. 
Since H is pure in G, there exists h E H such that ph =py = x. Thus 
h -y E G[p] = H[p] + B[p]. Hence there exist h, E H[p] and yi E B[p] 
such that h-y=h,+y,. Therefore h-h,=y+y,EHnBandp(h-h,)= 
ph=p(y-y,)=x. Thus HnB is neat in B with (HnB)[p] dense in 
B[p]. Hence Hn B is pure in B. It is now immediate that Hn B and 
Kn B are pure in H and K, respectively. Since G = G’ 0 B, G/B is 
separable. But G/B = (H + B)/B z H/( H n B) z K/(K n B) is separable. 
Hence H/(HnB)rK/(KnB)rG’ which is o,-separable by [15, 
Theorem, p. 1223. By [14, Theorem 3.11, MA + -CH implies that 
P ext(K, S) = 0 for all w,-separable p-groups K of cardinality o, and all 
countable p-groups S. Thus H n B and K n B are summands of H and K, 
respectively. Thus by [ 15, Corollary 2.71, H is ml-separable. Now 
H=H,@BnH and K=K,@BnK with H,zK, and BnHEBnK 
(since B n H and B n K are pure subgroups of B with (B n H)[ p] = 
(B n K)[ p], they have the same Ulm invariants). Also G = H, @B = 
K, @ B (the sum is clearly direct and G = H + B = K + B). Since H n B and 
K n B are pure subgroups of G having the same socle, they have the same 
corank in B. Since their socles are dense in B, B/( H n B) and B/( K n B) are 
divisible. Thus B/(H n B) z B/(Kn B). Therefore by [9], there is an 
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automorphism cp of B mapping H n B onto Kn B. Thus the second 
conclusion follows. 
We need also observe here the following property of p”+“-projective 
p-groups. Recall that if n is a nonnegative integer then G is a p”+“- 
projective p-group if and only if there exists a subgroup PS G[p”] such 
that G/P is a direct sum of cyclic groups [16, Corollary 6.51. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let n be a nonnegative integer, IC a regular uncountable 
cardinal, and G a p” + n -projective p-group of cardinality IC. Then given any 
rc-filtration G = Ua,, G, of G, {IX E IC: p”+“(G/G,) = 0} contains a cub in IC. 
Proof This is easily reduced to the case in which the maximal 
p*“-bounded summand of G is (0). In this case let PE G[p”] such that 
G/P = @ cL EK (x, ). Let cp: G -+ G/P be the natural homomorphism, and, for 
each a E K, choose y, E G such that cp( y,) = x,. For each CI E K, let G, be the 
subgroup of G generated by { yy : y E a}. Note that since G has no maximal 
p’“-bounded summand, P c U,, K G,. Thus G = Uol, K G, is a K-filtration of 
G. We will show that p”+“(G/G,)=O for all UEK. Since G/(G,+ P)r 
0 d 4y < K (x,), the closure of G, in G is contained in G, + P. Thus the 
elements of infinite height in G/G, must be bounded by p”. Now given any 
rc-filtration G = U, E K Gk of G, {a E K: G, = Gh} is a cub in K. Thus the 
result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By the construction in the proof of Theorem 75.1 
in [6], there exists w,-separable p-groups H of cardinality wi having an 
q-filtration H = U,,,, H, such that {oz EWE: H/H, is not reduced} is 
stationary in wi, Let H be such a p-group. Let G be a separable p-group 
containing H as a pure dense subgroup of countable corank (many such 
G’s exist in the torsion completion of H since, from the definition of 
o,-separable, H must have infinite corank in its torsion completion). Let 
A be a p-group such that p”A # 0 is countable and bounded by pm for 
some integer m z 1, A/p”A z G and, if cp: A + A/p”A is natural, then H is 
the image under q of a high subgroup of A. (To construct such a group, 
let B be a bounded p-group with order bound p” having the same rank as 
G/H, and let D be the divisible hull of B. Let p: D -+ DfB and rl/: G + G/H 
be the natural homomorphisms. Identifying D/B and G/H, let A be the 
pullback.) By [ 1, Proposition 23, any pure subgroup K of G such that 
K[p”] = H[p”] is isomorphic to a high subgroup of A (is the image of a 
high subgroup of A under cp). Also it is clear that any high subgroup of A 
is isomorphic to a pure dense subgroup of G of countable corank 
[lo, Theorem 51. Thus, assuming MA + -CH, all the high subgroups of A 
are isomorphic (Theorem 2.3 and [ 15, Corollary 2.71). By Lemma 2.4, the 
high subgroups of A are not p”+” -projective for any n. If we assume V= L, 
then there exists a pure subgroup K of G such that K[p”] = H[p”] and K 
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is not isomorphic to H. Thus not all the high subgroups of A are 
isomorphic (Theorem 1.1). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let G and H be as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, 
and let n be a positive integer. Then, assuming MA + -CH, we have by 
Theorem 2.3 that if K is a pure subgroup of G such that K[p”] = H[ p”] 
for some positive integer n, then K z H. Assuming V= L, we have that, for 
each positive integer n, there exists a pure subgroup K of G such that 
K[p”] = H[p”] and K is not isomorphic to H (Theorem 1.1). 
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